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TUSCAN
EXPERIENCE
GATEWAY
10 PEOPLE - 7 NIGHTS
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YOUR LOGO HERE

   DESTINATIONS
 OVERVIEW

TUSCANY IS THE PERFECT PLACE FOR THOSE WHO WISH TO COMBINE 
THE DISCOVERY OF ANCIENT CULTURE, MAGNIFICENT ART, DELICIOUS 

GASTRONOMY AND BREATHTAKING NATURE WHILST BEING ACTIVE 
AND HAVING FUN.

ESCAPE FROM THE MUNDANE AND RELEASE YOUR MIND LIVING 
THE SIMPLE PLEASURES OF TUSCANY’S COUNTRYSIDE IN THE MOST 

INSPIRING WAYS, ON FOOT, BICYCLE AND HORSEBACK.
ENJOY THE STRIKING SCENERIES OF OUR HILLS WHILE ENERGIZING 

YOUR BODY AND BEING CAPTIVATED, AT THE SAME TIME, BY THE 
AUTHENTICITY OF THE LOCAL LIFE THROUGH VARIOUS EXPERIENCES 

AND TOURS.
A DELIGHTFUL STONE BUILT HOUSE IMMERSED IN THE WOODLANDS 

AROUND CORTONA WILL BE YOUR HOME FOR ONE WEEK.
ONCE THE ATMOSPHERE IS YOURS YOU WILL FIND IT VERY DIFFICULT 

TO LEAVE!
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CORTONA
TUSCANY
If someone wishes to send 
a postcard that is a perfect 
representation of their vacation in 
Italy, often they chose images of 
Tuscany: soft rolling hills, lines of 
cypress trees, endless vineyards, 
orderly olive groves, art cities, 
majestic castles, and a history 
that goes back over centuries all 
await you in Tuscany.

One of its jewels is the charming 
and noble town of Cortona, 
which dominates the enchanting 
landscape of the rich Valdichiana 
valley, limited on the horizon by 
easy hills and by the wide expanse 
of Lake Trasimeno.

Cortona’s history spans across 
of time, before being a medieval 
town it was Roman and an 
important Etruscan centre.

The hill town is magnificently 
positioned between Arezzo, 
Perugia, Florence, and Siena, and 
sits right between the Chianti 
region and Umbrian valleys, 
which make it a strategic spot for 
anyone who wants to experience 
the heart of Italy by taking brief 
and relaxing day trips to nearby 
areas.
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THE VILLAS
Amidst the olive trees and the relaxing countryside that 
surround the walls of the ancient town of Cortona, our 
recently restored original Tuscan properties are ideal for 
guests who search privacy and tranquility.

The villas are all composed by 5 queen bedrooms with en-
suite bathrooms and comfortably sleep up to 10 people.

The spectacular locations allow you to enjoy amazing 
surroundings and views, as well as easily reach Cortona to 
discover the monuments, the shop windows, restaurants 
and architecture.

All villas have their own unique features and charm but 
they match in quality, proximity to Cortona and luxury 
comfort standards.

The swimming pools are private and not over-looked, 
with lounge chairs set in green and spacious gardens in 
a relaxing position. Stone pizza ovens and barbecue areas 
will make your stay even more enjoyable by sharing fun al 
fresco dining times with your family and friends!
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Ideal for guests 
who search 
privacy and 
tranquillity
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THE WEEK

In the warm atmosphere of your Villa you will be 
greeted at your arrival by a member of our staff 
who will be there to meet you and share with 

you all the information that you’ll need as you start 
your trip of a lifetime. You will have full autonomy 
in deciding your schedule the way you prefer, with 
plenty of interesting explorations on your free time 
and the wonderful experiences we include in this 
unique week away.

Here you will live like Etruscan Royalty, as 
you will have a private chef for the entire 
week prepare your breakfast each morning 

and spectacular dinners every evening featuring 
amazing dishes! Each time you sit at the table will 
become a memorable experience in itself! So let 
yourself be carried away into our culinary tradition 
by the smell of mouth watering appetizers, the 
homemade pasta, delicious meat sauces, the 
roasted meats, fresh vegetables and locally 
produced cheese. Here you will taste the real 
flavors of Tuscany’s traditional food.

On one of your days, we have even arranged 
for a cooking class, in the charming kitchen 
of your villa. An experienced Tuscan cook 

will take you on a culinary journey, teaching you 
the secretsoffreshhome-madepasta,mouthwateri
ngsauces,Tuscanmeatdishesanddesserts. Nothing 
will beat the feeling you will experience when you 
sit down with a delicious bottle of local wine and 
relax in the comfortable atmosphere, enjoying the 
delicious meal that you prepared with your own 
hands with guidance from our expert!

Last but not least, to complete your experience, 
we will organize for you a private tour with 
tastings and lunch at a boutique winery 

set in the scenic and suggestive countryside of 
Montepulciano, surrounded by vineyards and away 
from the typical touristic route. Your senses will be 
amused by the most famous wines of the area and 
by the special cuisine of the winery!
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 INCLUSIONS
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WINERY VISIT 
MONTEPULCIANO

Visit a charming winery in 
Montepulciano with private 
tastings included and have a 
scrumptious lunch on site.

ALL WEEK 
PRIVATE CHEF

A private Chef will help you 
gather around the table for 
delicious home cooked meals.
Our Italian chef will come to your 
villa every night during your stay, 
prepare and cook a 3 course 
dinner.

Gluten Free, Vegetarian or Vegan 
options available

DAILY MAID AND 
BREAKFAST

Enjoy your trip by starting 
every single day in the warm 
atmosphere of Tuscan culinary 
traditions.

Maid service every day and one 
mid week change of linen and 
towels
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COOKING CLASS

Treat yourself to a fun experience 
in the Villa with your private chef, 
who will take you on a culinary 
journey, teaching you the secrets 
of fresh home made pasta, 
mouthwatering sauces, Tuscan 
meat dishes and desserts.

CONCIERGE SERVICE 
AND TRAVEL 
ASSISTANT

A member of our staff will 
always be at your disposal 
before and during your holiday 
for trip details preparation 
and arranging free time extra 
activities and services.
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SUMMARY OF INCLUDED SERVICES:

Seven nights stay for ten people in a Tuscan Villa

Arrival day welcome and orientation

Chef every day for breakfast and dinner (food is included.)

Maid service every day and one mid week change of linen and towels

Private winery visit and lunch in the countryside of Montepulciano

A one-day traditional Tuscan cooking class in the villa

Heating and electricity, phone, Internet and final cleaning

Concierge service and travel assistant

TERMS 
AND 

CONDITIONS

Tuscan Experience Getaway is a vacation package of a one 
week stay at one of our Tuscan Villas for 10 people from 
Saturday to Saturday, for a maximum of ten guests. 

Arrivals take place between 3.30 pm and 6.30 pm. Departure 
by 09.30 AM. The Pool is Open from April 1st to October 30th.

Please consider that it is very important to book your one 
week stay within one month of the auction. The actual 
timeframe or booking window you can choose your 
week from depends on the package being offered and is 
announced at the auction event. The booking window cannot 
be extended or transferred into the future.

Bookings are based on availability so we encourage people to 
be as flexible as possible with their desired week and book as 
soon as possible after the auction. Carefully consider the week 
you book as once the week is booked and confirmed it is very 
difficult for us to make changes to the schedule.

The package is not refundable.

Airfare, ground transportation, private driver and free-time activities (such as city 
tours, trekking and walking tours, bicycle tours and many more) are not included 
but can be arranged separately as extra services.

Please keep in mind that it would be appropriate to organize the transportation 
that can be arranged renting private cars or booking a private driver.

Wine for dinners is not included but we will be pleased to suggest the best places 
where to purchase delicious Italian wines to enjoy during your holiday or to be 
shipped to your home.

There is no refund for unattended or guest-canceled services and we cannot trade 
or reschedule the services.
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